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Abstract
An algorithmic approach is given to construct recurrence relations for the coe"cients of the series expansion
of a solution of a linear q-di/erence equation in q-classical orthogonal polynomials (in the Hahn’s sense).
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1. Introduction
Let {pk(·; q)} be a system of basic hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials, belonging to the Hahn
class, i.e., q-classical orthogonal polynomials [6,8,16]. Given a function f, expansion in series
f =
∑
k
ak[f]pk(·; q) (1.1)
is a matter of great interest in applied mathematics and mathematical physics. Important special cases
are connection and linearization problems, where f = Apn(·; q) and f = Apm(·; q) Apn(·; q) (m; n∈Z+),
respectively, and { Apk(·; q)} is a family of discrete polynomials (possibly belonging to the same class
as {pk(·; q)}). In particular, positivity of the connection coe"cients ck , or linearization coe"cients
lk is of great importance. See [1–5,11–14,19].
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Usually, the determination of the expansion coe"cients ak[f] requires a deep knowledge of basic
hypergeometric functions. It should be stressed that, even in the case when explicit forms for these
coe"cients are available, it is often useful to have a recurrence relation of the type
Lak[f] ≡
r∑
i=0
Ai(k)ak+i[f] = B(k); (1.2)
where r ∈N, and Ai and B are known functions of k. Eq. (1.2) may serve as a tool for detection
certain properties of ak[f], as well for numerical evaluation of these quantities, using a judiciously
chosen algorithm (cf. [20]).
In the present paper, we give an algorithmic description of a method to construct recurrences of
form (1.2) under assumption that the function f(x) satisMes a linear q-di/erence equation of the
form
n−∑
i=1
w−i(x)Di1=qf(x) +
n+∑
j=0
wj(x)Djqf(x) = g(x); (1.3)
where Dq is the q-derivative operator (see (2.1)), wi are polynomials in x, and the function g
has known expansion of type (1.1). The di/erence operator L (acting on k) is given in terms of
the polynomial coe"cients  and  of the Pearson-type q-di/erence equation for the orthogonality
weight % associated with {pk(x; q)}, and the coe"cients of the three-term recurrence relation and
two structure relations satisMed by {pk(x; q)} (see (3.2) and (3.4)). The presented approach is an
extension of the algorithms developed recently (see [9–12,14,21]). In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce
notation used in the paper, recall basic properties of the q-classical orthogonal polynomials, and give
some fundamental identities satisMed by the Fourier coe"cients. In Section 4, we discuss the case
where Eq. (1.3) is of the second order. An e"cient procedure is given to construct recurrence (1.2).
As an example, we consider the connection (@=@a)Pn(x; a; b; c; q) =
∑n−1
k=0 ckPk(x; a; b; c; q), where
Pk(x; a; b; c; q) are monic big q-Jacobi polynomials. In Section 5, a general algorithm is described,
which is applicable to any family of the q-classical orthogonal polynomials. Expansion of the basic
hypergeometric function 32(a1; a2; a3; b1; b2|q;!x) is discussed.
A Maple implementation of the proposed algorithm is given in [15].
2. Notation
The notation used in this section is that of [5, Chapter 1] (see also [7,8]). From now on we shall
always assume that 0¡q¡ 1. For x; q∈C deMne the q-shifted factorial and the q-number by
(x; q)n :=
n−1∏
j=0
(1 − qjx) (n¿ 0); [x]q := (qx − 1)=(q− 1);
respectively. The basic hypergeometric series is deMned by
rs
(
a1; a2; : : : ; ar
b1; b2; : : : ; bs
∣∣∣∣∣ q; z
)
:=
∞∑
k=0
((−1)kq( k2 ))1+s−r
∏r
i=1 (ai; q)k
(q; q)k
∏s
j=1 (bj; q)k
zk :
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Here r; s∈Z+ and a1; a2; : : : ; a3, b1; b2; : : : ; bs, z ∈C. In order to have a well-deMned series, we require
that b1; b2; : : : ; bs 	= q−k (k = 0; 1; : : :). The q-derivative operator Dq is given by
Dqf(x) :=
f(qx) − f(x)
(q− 1)x (x 	= 0) (2.1)
with Dqf(0) := f′(0) (provided f′(0) exists). In the sequel, the symbol E stands for the q-shift
operator, Ef(x) := f(qx), and I is the identity operator, If(x) := f(x). The q-integral is deMned
by ∫ b
a
f(x) dqx :=
∫ b
0
f(x) dqx −
∫ a
0
f(x) dqx;
where
∫ a
0 f(x) dqx := a(1 − q)
∑∞
k=0 f(aq
k)qk .
3. Properties of the q-classical orthogonal polynomials
3.1. Basic properties
In the sequel, we use the notation D+ := Dq and D− := D1=q. Let {pk(x; q)} be any system
of basic hypergeometric polynomials, belonging to the q-Hahn class, i.e. q-classical orthogonal
polynomials [6–8,16], having the property∫ B
A
%(x)pk(x; q)pl(x; q) dqx = hk!kl (hk ¿ 0; k; l¿ 0): (3.1)
The positive weight function % satisMes the Pearson-type q-di/erence equation D+(%) = %, where
 and  are polynomials in x of degree at most 2 and exactly 1, respectively. Also, we have the
following three-term recurrence relation, second-order q-di5erence equation, structure relations,
and di5erence-recurrence identities [7,14,17]:
xPk(x) =Xpk(x; q); where X := #0(k)E−1 + #1(k)I + #2(k)E; (3.2)
LkPk ≡ {D+D− + D+ + $kI}Pk = 0; (3.3)
±D±Pk = $kD±Pk; where D := !±0 (k)E
−1 + !±1 (k)I + !
±
2 (k)E; (3.4)
±(x)
x − %±Q
±
% ($
−1
k D
±pk(x; q)) =P±% pk(x; q); (3.5)
where
P±% := I + &
±(%±; k)E; Q±% := #
±(k)I + !±(%±; k)E:
Here $k := [k]q([1 − k]q′′=2 − ′); %+ and %− are any roots of + and −, respectively,
#± := #0=!±0 ; 
− := ; + :=  + x(q− 1); (3.6)
I is the identity operator, Ibk[f] = bk[f], and Em is the mth shift operator, Embk[f] = bk+m[f]
(m∈Z). The coe"cients #i(k); d±i (k), !±(%; k) and &±(%; k) are given in terms of  and  [16,14].
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Let us deMne the q-di/erence operators U±, and Z±%± by
U± := (1=)±)±(x)D± + (x)I ;
Z±%± := (1=)
±)(x − %±)D± ()
+ := 1; )− := q);
where %± is any root of the polynomial ±. Notice that L=U+D−=U−D+, where L is the operator
deMned in (3.3).
Now, let us assume that the polynomials  and + are both of second degree. Let %−, %−∗ be the
roots of , and %+ and %+∗—the roots of +. We deMne the operators K
±
%+ ; %− by
K±%+ ; %− := Z
±
%±D
∓ + *±%+ ; %−D
∓ with *±%+ ; %− := 2(%
∓
∗ )={(±)′′(%∓∗ − %±∗ )}; (3.7)
provided %+∗ 	= %−∗ . It can be checked that *+%+∗ ;%−∗ · K
−
%+ ; %− = *
−
%+ ; %− · K+%+∗ ;%−∗ , under the assumption that
both sides are well deMned.
3.2. Fourier coe7cients
Given a system {pk(x; q)} of q-classical orthogonal polynomials, the Fourier coe7cients of a
function f are deMned by
ak[f] :=
1
hk
bk[f] with bk[f] :=
∫ B
A
{%(x)pk(x; q)f(x)} dqx: (3.8)
Lemma 3.1 (Lewanowicz et al. [14]). We have
bk[pf] = p(X)bk[f] (p—arbitrary polynomial);
D±bk[D±f] = )±bk[f];
bk[U±f] = −($k=)∓)D∓bk[f];
bk[Lf] = −$kbk[f];
P±%±bk[Z
±
%±f] = Q
±
%±bk[f];
K±%+ ; %−bk[K
±
%+ ; %−f] = )
∓bk[f];
where %+ and %− are any roots of + and −, respectively, and
K±%+ ; %− := R
∓
%∓(1=.
±
%+ ; %−(k))P
±
%± ;
R∓%∓ := !
∓
0 (k)E
−1 + (!∓2 (k)=&
∓(%∓; k))I;
.±%+ ; %−(k) := #
±(k) + *±%+ ; %− : (3.9)
Given roots %+ and %− of the polynomials + and −, respectively, let us deMne the operators
P
±(i)
%± and Q
±(i)
%± of the form
P
±(i)
%± := I + &
±
i (%
±; k)E;
Q±i%± := #
±(k)I + !±i (%
±; k)E;
(i¿ 0); (3.10)
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where #±(k) has the meaning given in (3.6), in the following recursive way:
!±0 (%
±; k) :=
!±1 (k)#
±(k) + %± − #1(k)
#0(k + 1)/±(k) − !±0 (k + 1)
; &±0 (%
±; k) := /±(k)!±0 (%
±; k);
!±i (%
±; k) := (0i(k − 1)=0i(k))!±i−1(%±; k);
&±i (%; k) := /
±(k + i)!±i (%
±; k);
(i¿ 1);
where /±(k) := !±2 (k + 1)=#2(k + 1), 0i(k) := 1 − #±(k + 1)/±(k + i). It can be checked that
P
±(0)
%± =P
±
%± ; Q
±(0)
%± = Q
±
%± ;
P
±(i)
%± Q
±(i−1)
%± = Q
±(i)
%± P
±(i−1)
%± (i¿ 1):
(3.11)
Let us introduce the notation
S
±(i; j)
%± :=
{
I (i¡ j);
P
±(i)
%± P
±(i−1)
%± · · ·P±( j)%± (i¿ j¿ 0);
Z
±(i)
%± :=S
±(i−1;0)
%± (i¿ 0);
U
±(0)
%± := I; U
±(i)
%± := Q
±(i−1)
%± : : :Q
±(1)
%± Q
±(0)
%± (i¿ 1):
Lemma 3.2. The following identity holds:
Qbk[(D±)r(Z±%±)
s(U±)tf] =Abk[f] (r; s; t ∈Z+);
where Q :=Z±(s)%± (D
±)r ; A := ()±)rU±(s)%± (−($k=)∓)D∓)t .
Proof. It can be shown by induction that Z±(i)%± bk[(Z
±
%±)
if] = U±(i)%± bk[f] (i¿ 0). Now, the result
follows by Lemma 3.1.
Having deMned the sequence of operators P±(i)%± (i = 0; 1; : : :) corresponding to a given root %
±,
let us deMne for i = 0; 1; : : : the operators R±(i)%± of the form
R
±(i)
%± := !
±
0 (k)E
−1 + 1±i (%; k)I; (3.12)
where !±0 is that of (3.4), in the following recursive way:
1±0 (%
±; k) :=
!±2 (k)
&±(%±; k)
;
1±i (%
±; k) :=
&±i−1(%
±; k)
&±i (%±; k)
1±i−1(%
±; k + 1) (i¿ 1): (3.13)
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It can be checked that
R
±(0)
%± P
±(0)
%± =D
±;
R
±(i)
%± P
±(i)
%± =P
±(i−1)
%± R
±(i−1)
%± (i¿ 1): (3.14)
Further, let us deMne
M
±(i; j)
%± :=


I (i¿ j);
R
±(i)
%± R
±(i+1)
%± · · ·R±( j)%± (06 i6 j);
N
±(i)
%± :=M
±(0; i−1)
%± (i¿ 0):
(3.15)
It can be shown that the following identities hold:
M
±(i; i+j−1)
%± Z
±(i+j)
%± =Z
±(i)
%± (D
±)j;
N
±(i)
%± Z
±(i)
%± = (D
±)i (i; j¿ 0):
(3.16)
Using (3.11)–(3.16), the following lemmata can be proved.
Lemma 3.3. Let Qi := Z
±(si)
%± (D
±)ri (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n), where si; ri are nonnegative integers. De:ne
Q :=Z±(s)%± (D
±)r , where r := max16i6nri; s := max16i6n(ri + si)− r. Then Q=CiQi (i=1; 2; : : : n),
where
Ci :=M
±(s; si+2i−1)
%± S
±(si+2i−1; si)
%± (2i := s + r − si − ri; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n):
Lemma 3.4. Let Q1 :=Z
±(s)
%± (D
±)r ; Q2 :=Z
±(t)
%±∗
(D±)u, where %± 	= %±∗ , and s, r, t, u are nonnega-
tive integers such that s+r¿ t+u. De:ne Q :=Z±(v)%± (D
±)w with w := max(t+u; r), v := s+r−w.
Then Q= C1Q1 = C2Q2, where C1 :=M
±(v; s−1)
%± , C2 :=Z
±(v)
%± N
±(w−u)
%±∗
S
±(w−u−1; t)
%±∗
.
Finally, let us deMne the operators F±(i)%+ ; %− of the form
F
±(i)
%+ ; %− := ’
±(%+; %−; k)E−1 + ’±i (%
+; %−; k)I (i¿ 0);
where ’±(%+; %−; k) := )±*±%+ ; %−!
∓
0 (k)=.
±
%+ ; %−(k − 1), and .±%+ ; %−(k) is deMned according to (3.9) in
the following recursive way:
’±0 (%
+; %−; k) := )±*±%+ ; %−
1∓0 (%
∓; k)
.±%+ ; %−(k)
;
’±i (%
+; %−; k) :=
&±i−1(%
±; k)
&±i (%±; k)
’±i−1(%
+; %−; k + 1) (i¿ 1):
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Obviously, the sequence F±(i)%+ ; %− is well deMned only in the case when %
+∗ 	= %−∗ (cf. (3.7) and (3.9)).
It can be checked that
F
±(0)
%+ ; %− := )
±*±%+ ; %−R
∓(0)
%∓ (1=.
±
%+ ; %−(k))I;
F
±(i)
%+ ; %−P
±(i)
%± =P
±(i−1)
%± F
±(i−1)
%+ ; %− (i¿ 1);
where we use notation of (3.10) and (3.12). Further, let us introduce the following notation:
W
±(i; j)
%+ ; %− :=
{
I (i¿ j);
F
±(i)
%+ ; %−F
±(i+1)
%+ ; %− · · ·F±( j)%+ ; %− (i6 j);
Y
±(i)
%+ ; %− :=W
±(0; i−1)
%+ ; %− (i¿ 0):
It can be shown that the following equations hold:
Z
±(r)
%± Y
±(s)
%+ ; %− =W
±(r; r+s−1)
%+ ; %− S
±(r+s−1; s)
%+ (r; s¿ 0); (3.17)
Y
+(m)
%+ ; %−Z
+(m)
%+ =Y
−(m)
%+∗ ;%
−
∗
Z
−(m)
%−∗
(m¿ 0): (3.18)
Lemma 3.5. Let T+ :=Z+(d
+)
%+ (D
+)e
+
; T− :=Z−(d
−)
%− (D
−)e− . Assume the polynomials  and +
are both of the second order, and that %+ 	= %−∗ and %− 	= %+∗ . Let
T :=ZY+(!)
%+ ; %−∗
Z
+(!)
%+ (D
−)e
−
(D+)e
+
; (3.19)
where Z :=


Z
+(d+−d−)
%+ (d
+¿d−);
Z
−(d−−d+)
%− (d
+ ¡d−);
, and ! := min(d+; d−). Then
T= C+T+ = C−T−; (3.20)
where
C+ :=


W
+(d+−d− ;d+−1)
%+ ; %−∗
(7+(d
+)
%+ )
e− (d+¿d−);
ZY
+(d+)
%+ ; %−∗
(7+(d
+)
%+ )
e− (d+ ¡d−);
(3.21)
C− :=


qe
+e−ZY
−(d−)
%+∗ ;%−
(7−(d
−)
%− )
e+ (d+¿d−);
qe
+e−W
−(d−−d+ ;d−−1)
%+∗ ;%−
(7−(d
−)
%− )
e+ (d+ ¡d−):
(3.22)
Here 7±(0)%± := D
∓, and 7±(i)%± := [P
±(i−1)
%± ± (q− 1)Q±(i−1)%± ]R±(i−1)%± ± %±(q− 1)I (i¿ 1).
Proof. The following identities can be proved easily:
D− −D+ = (q− 1)X; P±(0)%± (X − %±I) = Q±(0)%± D±;
S
±(i;1)
%± Q
±(0)
%± = Q
±(i)
%± Z
±(i)
%± (i¿ 1):
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Using these equations as well as (3.16) and (3.17), one can obtain the following identity:
Z
±(i)
%± (D
∓)j = (7±(i)%± )
jZ
±(i)
%± (i; j¿ 0): (3.23)
Also, we have
(D−)s(D+)r = qrs(D+)r(D−)s (r; s¿ 0): (3.24)
Let us assume that d+¿d−. Using identities (3.18), (3.17) and (3.23) in (3.19), we obtain
T=Z+(d
+−d−)
%+ Y
−(d−)
%+∗ ;%−
Z
−(d−)
%− (D
−)e
−
(D+)e
+
=W+(d
+−d− ;d+−1)
%+ ; %−∗
S
+(d+−1;d−)
%+ Z
+(d−)
%+ (D
−)e
−
(D+)e
+
=W+(d
+−d− ;d+−1)
%+ ; %−∗
Z
+(d+)
%+ (D
−)e
−
(D+)e
+
=W+(d
+−d− ;d+−1)
%+ ; %−∗
(7+(d
+)
%+ )
e−Z
+(d+)
%+ (D
+)e
+
= C+T+; (3.25)
C+ being the operator deMned in the Mrst part of (3.21). Similarly, using (3.17), (3.24) and (3.23)
in (3.25), we get
T= qe
+e−Z
+(d+−d−)
%+ Y
−(d−)
%+∗ ;%−
Z
−(d−)
%− (D
+)e
+
(D−)e
−
= qe
+e−Z
+(d+−d−)
%+ Y
−(d−)
%+∗ ;%−
(7−(d
−)
%− )
e+Z
−(d−)
%− (D
−)e
−
= C−T−;
C− being the operator deMned in the Mrst part of (3.22). This concludes the proof of (3.20).
In the case where d+ ¡d−, the proof is similar.
4. Second-order q-di!erence equations
Second-order q-di/erence equations of type (1.3) are frequently met in applications, so they de-
serve special attention. In this section we describe a way of producing recurrences for Fourier coef-
Mcients of a solution of (1.3) with n+ +n−=2, which is usually simpler, and sometimes gives better
results than more general algorithms of Section 5. Assume that this equation has been transformed
to the equivalent form
Pf ≡ Q2(z2f) +Q1(z1f) + z0f = gˆ; (4.1)
where z0, z1, z2 are polynomials, and Q2 ∈{D+D−;K±%+ ; %− ;L}, Q1 ∈{D±;Z±%± ;U±}. Applying Lemma
3.2, we obtain operators S1 and S2 such that Sibk[Qif] = Nibk[f] (i = 1; 2) for certain op-
erators N1, N2. By virtue of Lemma 3.3, we can deMne S := C1S1 = C2S2 and L :=
C2N2z2(X) + C1N1z1(X) + Sz0(X) with well-deMned operators C1, C2. Then, the recurrence
for the coe"cients ak[f] is
L(hkak[f]) = !(k); where !(k) :=S(hkak[gˆ]): (4.2)
Now, explicit formulae for the operators S, Ci and Ni can be given for each of the following six
essentially di/erent cases:
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Case I: 〈Q2 = L, Q1 =U±〉 S= C1 = C2 =I; N1 = −($k=)∓)D∓; N2 = −$kI.
Case II: 〈Q2 = L; Q1 = Z±%±〉 S= C2 =P±%± ; C1 =I; N1 = Q±%± ; N2 = −$kI.
Case III: 〈Q2 = L; Q1 =D±〉 S= C2 =D±; C1 =I; N1 = )±I; N2 = −$kI.
Case IV: 〈Q2=K±%+ ; %− ; Q1=Z±%±〉 S=K±%+ ; %− ; C1=R∓%∓(1=.±%+ ; %−(k))I; C2=I; N1=Q±%± ;
N2 = )∓I.
Case V: 〈Q2 = K±%+ ; %− ; Q1 = D∓〉 S = P±%±D∓; C1 = P±%± ; C2 = (1=.∓%+ ; %−(k))P∓%∓
(.±%+ ; %−(k − 1).∓%+ ; %−(k)I); N1 = )±I; N2 = )∓I.
Case VI: 〈Q2 =D+D−; Q1 =D±〉 S=D−D+; C1 =)±D∓; C2 =I; N1 =)±I; N2 =)−I.
Example 4.1. Let {pk(x; c; q)} be any sequence of q-classical monic orthogonal polynomials, de-
pending on a set of parameters c= {c1; c2; : : : ; cd}. Recently, Ronveaux et al. [18] gave a method to
produce recurrences for C(r)k in
p[r]n (x; c; q) ≡
@r
@2r
pn(x; c; q) =
n−1∑
k=0
C(r)k pk(x; c; q) (2∈ c; r¿ 1);
starting from the q-di/erence equation Lnp[r]n = −rMnp[r−1]n , where
Ln := L+ $nI ; Mn := (@=@2)D+D− + (@=@2)D+ + (@$n=@2)I :
Let us observe that either Mn = A1L+ A2Z±%± + A3I (Class A), or Mn = BK
±
%+ ; %− (Class B), where
Ai, B are constants. Class A contains the following pairs ({pk}; 2): (i) big q-Jacobi Pk(x; a; b; c; q)
and a or b, (ii) big q-Laguerre Pk(x; a; b; q) and a, (iii) little q-Jacobi pk(x; a; b|q) and a or b, (iv)
q-Krawtchouk Kk(x;p;N ; q) and p, (v) q-Meixner Mk(x; b; c; q) and c, (vi) alternative q-Charlier
Kk(x; a; q) and a, (vii) little q-Laguerre/Wall L
(a)
k (x; q) and a. In Class B are the big q-Jacobi
polynomials Pk(x; a; b; c; q) and 2 = c, and the q-Meixner polynomials Mk(x; b; c; q) and 2 = b.
Let us apply the theory of Section 4 to f(x) := p[r−1]n (x); P := −rMn; gˆ(x) := Lnp[r]n . Using
Lemma 3.1 and (3.8), we obtain bk[gˆ] = ($n − $k)bk[p[r]n ] = ($n − $k)hkC(r)k . Hence, we obtain the
recurrence
S(($n − $k)hkC(r)k ) = −rM(hkC(r−1)k ) (r¿ 1;C(0)k = !n;k) (4.3)
with S := P±%± , M := P
±
%±((A3 − A1$k)I) + A2Q±%± (Class A), or S :=K+%+ ; %− , M := BI (Class
B). Note that Eq. (4.3) is the recurrence relation in {C(r)k } of order one in any case of Class A,
and of order two, otherwise. For instance, in case of connection
@r
@ar
Pn(x; a; b; c; q) =
n−1∑
k=0
C(r)k Pk(x; a; b; c; q); (r¿ 1);
where Pk(x; a; b; c; q) are monic big q-Jacobi polynomials, we have
Mn = (1=a)L+ (v=a)Z−%− − bqv[n]qI ;
S := P−%− ; M := (v=a)Q
−
%− − (1=a)P−%−($k + abqv[n]q)I
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with v := q=(q− 1), and - = cq. Observing that ak[Pn] = !kn, and using speciMc data (see [14]), we
obtain for ck := (qk − qn)(abqn+k+1 − 1)C(1)k (thus r = 1) the recurrence
ck + aA(k)=(abq2k+3 − 1)ck+1 = qnA(n− 1) !k;n−1 (06 k6 n− 1; cn = 0)
with A(k) := (qk+1 − 1)(bqk+1 − 1)(cqk+1 − 1)=(abq2k+2 − 1). Hence,
C(1)n−i = q
iai−1
(qn−i+1; q)i(bqn−i+1; q)i(cqn−i+1); q)i
(qi − 1)(abq2n−2i+2; q)i(abq2n−i+1; q)i (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n):
5. General approach
We assume that Eq. (1.3) has been transformed to the equivalent form
Pˆf(x) ≡ P+f(x) + P−f(x) = gˆ(x); (5.1)
where
P±f(x) :=
n±∑
i=0
(D±)r
+
i (Z±
%±i
)s
±
i (U±)t
±
i (z±i f)(x) (5.2)
and where r±i , s
±
i , t
±
i , r
±
i + s
±
i + t
±
i = i, are nonnegative integers, each %
±
i coincides with one of
the roots of ±, and z±i are polynomials.
First, we show how to obtain operators T± and L± such that the following identities hold:
L±bk[f] =T±bk[P±f]: (5.3)
We give details only for the “plus” case in (5.3); the “minus” case can be treated in an analogous
manner. For simplicity, we omit the superscript ’+’ in most symbols, thus D := D+; U := U+,
Z% := Z+% ; zi := z
+
i , % := %
+, %∗ := %+∗ , n := n+, Z
(m)
% :=Z
+(m)
% , etc.
First assume that all %i’s in the “plus” part of (5.2) are equal. We have
Lemma 5.1. Given a sequence {pk} of the q-classical orthogonal polynomials, and a root % of the
associated polynomial +, let
P+f(x) ≡
n∑
i=0
DriZ si% U
ti(zif)(x); (5.4)
where ri, si, ti, ri+si+ti=i (i=0; 2; : : : ; n) are nonnegative integers, and z0; z1; : : : ; zn are polynomials.
Then we have the identity
L+(bk[f]) =T+bk[P+f]; (5.5)
where
L+ :=
n∑
i=0
CiAizi(X); T+ :=Z
(d+)
% (D
+)e
+
(5.6)
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with
Ai := ()+)riU
(si)
% (−($k=)−)D−)ti ;
Ci :=M
(e+ ;d++e+−ri−1)
% S
(d++e+−ri−1;si)
%
(i = 0; 1; : : : ; n); (5.7)
and e+ := max06i6nri, d+ := max06i6n(ri + si) − e+.
Proof. Observe that by virtue of Lemma 3.3, the operator T+ given in (5.6) and operators Ci of
(5.7) satisfy T+ =CiTi (i=0; 1; : : : ; n), where Ti :=Z
(si)
% (D
+)ri . By virtue of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1
we have Tibk[DriZ
si
% U
ti(zif)]=Aizi(X)bk[f] (i=0; 1; : : : ; n). Hence, follows the identity (5.5).
The next lemma deals with the case where two di/erent roots of + appear in the set of parameters
%1; %2; : : : ; %n in the “plus” part of (5.2).
Lemma 5.2. Let {pk} be a sequence of the q-classical orthogonal polynomials, such that the
associated polynomial + has two di5erent roots, % and %∗. Let
P+f(x) ≡
n∑
i=0
DriZ (si)%i U
ti(zif)(x); (5.8)
where ri; si; ti ∈Z+; ri + si + ti = i, %i equals either % or %∗, we assume that not all %i’s are equal,
and zi are polynomials. Let us introduce the notation
= := {1; 2; : : : ; n}; =/ := {i∈= : %i = /} (/ = %; %∗);
e/ := max
i∈=/
ri; d/ := max
i∈=/
(ri + si) − e/; (/ = %; %∗);
! := %; !∗ := %∗ if d% + e%¿d%∗ + e%∗ ;
! := %∗; !∗ := % if d% + e% ¡d%∗ + e%∗ ;
e+ := max(e!; d!∗ + e!∗); d
+ := d! + e! − e+: (5.9)
Further, let us de:ne di5erence operators T+, Ai, Bi, Ci, J/ by
T+ :=Z(d
+)
! (D
+)e
+
; (5.10)
Ai := ()+)riU
(si)
%i (−($k=)−)D−)ti (i = 0; 1; : : : ; n); (5.11)
Bi :=M
(d/;e/+d/−ri−1)
/ S
(e/+d/−ri−1; si)
/ (i∈=/; / = %; %∗); (5.12)
J! :=Md
+ ;d!−1
! ; J!∗ :=Z
(d+)
! N
(e+−e!∗ )
!∗ S!∗ ;
(e+−e!∗−1;d!∗ ) (5.13)
C0 :=T; Ci :=
{
J!Bi (i∈=!);
J!∗Bi (i∈=!∗):
(5.14)
Then the coe7cients bk[f] satisfy the identity
L+bk[f] =T+bk[P+f] with L+ :=
n∑
i=0
CiAizi(X): (5.15)
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Proof. Let the operator V/ (/∈{%; %∗}) be given by V/ := Zd// (D+)e/ , where d/; e/ are the
numbers deMned in (5.9). By Lemma 3.3, we have
V/ =BiQi (i∈=/; / = %; %∗); (5.16)
where Bi is given by (5.12), and Qi := Z
(si)
%i (D
+)ri (i = 0; 1; : : : ; n). Obviously, we have Qibk[Dri
Z (si)% U
tif]=Aibk[f], where Ai is the operator (5.11). Now, using Lemma 3.4, we see that operator
(5.10) satisMes T+ =J/V/ (/ = !;!∗); J/ being given by (5.13). Hence, in view of (5.16) and
(5.14), T+ = CiQi (i = 0; 1; : : : ; n), and
T+bk[P+f] =
n∑
i=0
CiAibk[zif] =
{
n∑
i=0
CiAizi(X)
}
bk[f] =L+bk[f];
where L+ is given in (5.15).
Now we are able to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.3. Given a sequence {pk} of the q-classical orthogonal polynomials, assume that a
solution f of the q-di5erence equation (5.1) has a series expansion
f =
∑
k
ak[f]pk: (5.17)
Let the di5erence operators L±, and T± be de:ned as in Lemma 5.1 or as in Lemma 5.2, and
their “minus” analogues, when applied to the operators P+ and P−, respectively, so that we have,
in particular,
T+ :=Z+(d
+)
%+ (D
+)e
+
; T− :=Z−(d
−)
%− (D
−)e
−
: (5.18)
Let  and + be the polynomials associated with {pk}. If the conditions
deg  = deg + = 2; and (%+ − %−∗ )(%− − %+∗ ) 	= 0 (5.19)
are not satis:ed, then if d+¿d−, replace the operators T− and L− by (D−)d−+e− , N−(d
−)
%− L
−,
respectively, and if d+ ¡d−, replace the operators T+ and L+ by (D+)d++e+, N+(d
+)
%+ L
+, re-
spectively. Apply Lemma 3.5 to the operators T+ and T− to obtain the operators C+, C− and
T such that
C+T+ = C−T− =T: (5.20)
Then in any case the coe7cients ak[f] satisfy the recurrence relation
L(hkak[f]) = ’(k); (5.21)
where
L := C+L+ + C−L−; ’(k) :=T(hkak[gˆ]): (5.22)
Proof. Operators T+, T− deMned by (5.18) satisfy identities T±bk[P±f] =L±bk[f] with L+
and L− given by Lemma 5.1, or Lemma 5.2, and their “minus” analogues. If condition (5.19)
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holds, applying Lemma 3.5 to T+, T− gives operators C+, C− and T such that Eq. (5.20) holds.
Applying T to both sides of bk[P+f] + bk[P−f] = bk[gˆ] (cf. (5.1)), we obtain Lbk[f] =Tbk[gˆ]
with L given in (5.22). Hence, in view of (3.8), follows (5.21).
If condition (5.19) is not satisMed, it is not possible to apply Lemma 3.5, as the operators F±(m)
%+ ; %−∗
or F±(m)
%+∗ ;%−
do not exist. However, observe that the operators Tˆ
±
:= N±(d
±)
%± T
± = (D±)d±+e± ,
Lˆ
±
:= N±(d
±)
%± L
± satisfy Tˆ
±
bk[P±f] = Lˆ
±
bk[f]. Thus, after replacing T+ by Tˆ
+
, or T− by
Tˆ
−
, we may apply Lemma 3.5 to obtain C+, C− and T satisfying (5.20).
Example 5.4. Consider expansion
32
(
a1; a2; a3
b1; b2
∣∣∣∣∣ q;!x
)
=
∑
k
Fk pk(·; q);
where {pk(x; q)} are q-classical orthogonal polynomials such that the associated polynomial 
vanishes at 0 (e.g., little q-Jacobi, q-Krawtchouk, little q-Laguerre/Wall, alternative q-Charlier, or
Stieltjes–Wigert polynomials). Basic hypergeometric function f(x) =3 2(!x) satisMes a third-order
q-di/erence equation, which can written as (see [5, p. 27; 12])
2∑
i=0
D+(Z+0 )
i{(!uix + vi)f(x)} + vf(x) = 0
with u0 = s1 − 2s2 + s3, u1 = (1− q)(s2 − 3s3), u2 = (1− q)2s3, v0 = b1b2=q2 − (b1 + b2)=q, v1 = (1−
q)[(b1 +b2)=q−2b1b2=q2], v2 = (1−q)2b1b2=q2, and v= (a1=q−1)(a2=q−1)(a3=q−1)=(q−1), where
s1 = (a1 +a2 +a3)=q, s2 = (a1a2 +a2a3 +a1a3)=q2, s3 =a1a2a3=q3. Theorem 5.3 gives the fourth-order
recurrence
{!M+N}(hkFk) = 0;
where
M= {u0P+(1)0 P+(0)0 + u1P+(1)0 Q+(0)0 + u2Q+(1)0 Q+(0)0 }X + vP+(1)0 P+(0)0 D+;
N= v0P
+(1)
0 P
+(0)
0 + v1P
+(1)
0 Q
+(0)
0 + v2Q
+(1)
0 Q
+(0)
0 ;
which also can be written as
4∑
h=0
[!Ah(k) + Bh(k)]Fk+h−1 = 0;
where Ai(k), Bi(k) are rational functions of qk , and B0(k) = B4(k) ≡ 0. For instance, if {pk(x; q)}
are monic little q-Jacobi polynomials {pk(x; ?; @|q)}, we have
P
+(0)
0 =I + A(k)E; Q
+(0)
0 = [k]qI +
(?@qk+2 − 1)A(k)
?@qk+2(q− 1) E;
P
+(1)
0 =I + B(k)E; Q
+(1)
0 = [k]qI +
(?@qk+3 − 1)B(k)
?@qk+3(q− 1) E;
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X = C(k) (qk − 1)E−1 + D(k)[(? qk − 1)(? @ qk+1 − 1) + ?(qk+1 − 1)(@qk − 1)]I + E;
D+ = C(k) (q− 1)E−1 − ?(q− 1)D(k)[@qk+1(?qk − 1) − @qk + 1]I − ?@q
k+1(q− 1)
? @qk+1 − 1 E;
hk := qk(k+a)
(q; q)k(?q; q)k(@q; q)k(?@q; q)k
(?@q; q)2k(?@q2; q)2k
(? = qa):
Here
A(k) :=
@q(?@q2k+1 − 1)(?@q2k+2 − 1)
(@qkq− 1)(?@qk+1 − 1) ; B(k) := q
?@q2k+2 − 1
?@q2k+4 − 1A(k);
C(k) :=
?@q2k(?qk − 1)
(?@q2k − 1)(?@q2k+1 − 1)A(k − 1) ; D(k) :=
qk
(?@q2k − 1)(?@q2k+2 − 1) :
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